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Brief and objectives: 

Supporting Welsh Government’s Welsh Language Strategy – a long-term vision of reaching 

1 million Welsh speakers by 2050- our brief was to design and deliver a social media-led 

campaign that raised awareness of a series of secret gigs, with the objectives of: 

 Output: Reach 3 x population of Cardiff through campaign hashtags 

 Outtake: 500 sign ups to text service; 50 attendees per secret gig, 350 in total 

 Outcome: 75% of people engaged to want to hear more Welsh language music. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

The National Eisteddfod is a centuries old celebration of the culture and language of Wales. 

Every year the festival moves around the country, attracting around 150,000 visitors. 2017’s 

event was held on Anglesey where 56.10% of people can speak Welsh, compared to just 

10.75% in Cardiff (latest census figures). A day ticket can cost up to £20, but in 2018, entry 

was free in a bid to attract an audience wider than Welsh speakers. 

We wanted to tap into this to help our long-term policy goal, increasing the normalcy of 

Welsh in day-to-day life. 

We needed to get over the barriers to enticing people to come along to an event they might 

think wasn’t for them. Music is a great way to do that, helping us learn, remember, feel part 

of a culture and a nation. 

With so many events in Cardiff’s cultural calendar, our idea was to create an exciting offer 

that created an air of mystique and drew the wider public into a Welsh language event. 

When they were there, we wanted to create an experience that made them want to learn 

more about the language. 

 



Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Shwsh! (Sorry, not you). That’s what we called a series of seven free events in secret 

locations around the capital. 

We created a Twitter account - @ShwshShwsh and a hashtag #Shwsh– and used existing 

Cymraeg Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat channels to tease information. 

Branding and content promised “hot bands, secret locations, free exclusive experiences” and 

followed a minimal monochrome look, to deliver a striking contrast to stand out against 

typically colourful content promoting music events, so social media scrollers stopped and 

engaged. Images and gifs played up the mystique by using pictures of artists with letter-box 

gaps over their mouths/instruments to silence the sound. On-street advertising around the 

city used a similar format. 

Keen to build an audience and buzz without the secret being spilled, we created a press 

release sent to influencers and media where a character Shwsh built further excitement and 

delivered the key message to engage that was also shared on social and on-street posters. 

The innovative method? To text the word SHWSH to 60777 while following social accounts 

for further clues. 

WhatsApp has rendered texts almost dead, while Facebook events show dozens of music 

events each night for Cardiff. But only one gig texted a series of clues with instructions on 

how to get into the gigs. This included instructions on where to meet a mysterious character 

called Shwsh who wore a different outfit each night and a secret password (a lyric from a 

Welsh language song) to give them in order to get instructions on where to find that night’s 

gig. Social media worked alongside the texts giving clues around where that evening’s 

performance could be. 

The seven gigs were put on with a series of local promoters, meaning we could tap into their 

social media communities to build an audience. Venues were out of the ordinary- a science 

museum, a Freemasons’ lodge etc- so people at the gigs would be more likely to post 

content. A launch was held in a disused bank vault with influencers, bloggers and media 

invited to experience the first night to build more interest in the upcoming shows. 

Artists were announced on social only as they entered the stage, with a black and white gif 

taken of them putting fingers to lips, while content was created to make the evening’s event 

look unmissable to drive audience to future gigs. 

 

Delivery: 

July: 

 Creative: Concept, brand, design, social content 

 Research: Text system, influencers 

 Planning: Promoter engagement, venue booking 

 Media: press release, BBC radio interview 



 Social: setting up Twitter, influencer engagement, content creation. 

Throughout the gigs: 

 Social teasers 

 Text updates with clues, management of text lists 

 Photography/videography at events 

 Monitoring and evaluation of social. 

2/8/18: 

Launch gig in disused bank vault inc robot dancers, glitterball heads, LED hoola hoops. 

Code word: “Boomshaka Boomtang” to Shwsh, who’ll be wearing a mac and holding a 

windmill by the Ivor Novello statue. 

3/8/18: 

Gig 2 in a print warehouse. Code word: “Dyma Meganomics” to Shwsh by the bike racks 

with a balloon. 

4/8/18: 

Gig 3 in a science museum. Code word: “Lisa, Magic a Porfa” to Shwsh by Ianto’s Shrine 

with flowers. 

6/8/18: 

Gig 4 in national museum. Code word: “Funky Brenin Disco” to Shwsh in a sailor’s hat on 

museum steps. 

7/8/18: 

Gig 5 in masonic lodge. Code word: “Titw Tomos Las” to Shwsh on Station Terrace in a leek 

hat.  

8/8/18: 

Gig 6 in an unused pub. Code word: “Dos am dro reit dros y môr” to Shwsh in sunglasses by 

Animal Wall. 

11/8/18: 

Gig 7 in boat shop. Code word: “O na? Dos da” to Shwsh in fake moustache at Norwegian 

Church. 

Post-events: 

 Evaluation. 

 



Measurement and evaluation:  

Outputs: 

 Brand created 

 1 minute video for social created 

 29 60 x 40s for 3 weeks 

 2 x 48 sheet billboards (2 weeks) 

 100 A3s (2 weeks) 

 764 followers gained, 128 mentions, 18.7k profile visits, 463k impressions 

 286 posts with hashtag by 139 different accounts, 2836 users intentionally interacting 

with posts (like, comment, shares) 

 1.6m hashtag impressions- > 3 x the wider urban population of Cardiff 

 Social ads (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) reached 129.7k with over 3.2k 

engagements 

 1 x Wales Online article, 1 x BBC interview 

 Influencer engagement. 

Outtakes: 

 1208 sign ups to the text service 

 459 attendees across 7 gigs. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

Total: £33,081.87 + vat. 

 Third party total: £12,449.27 

 Our fee 45.5 PR days @ £450: £20,632.60. 

Breakdown: 

 Props, miscellaneous: £205.82 

 Videography: £1,560.00 

 Social ads: £269.45 

 Texts: £2735.00 

 Branding collateral: £309.00 



 Personnel: £320.00 

 Translation: £50.00 

 Promoters: £7,000.00. 

Outcomes: 

A post event survey told us: 

 46% found out through social media (the biggest in the mix) 

 91% would attend again 

 92% were interested to hear more Welsh language music 

 85% were inspired to visit the Eisteddfod (56% already going, 29% weren’t but will 

now). 

 


